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A certificate for ONE FREE NIGHT on your next visit to any inn listed in this guide. A value of

$90.00 to $600.00. An easy-to-use reference to carefully selected participating inns. Detailed listings

of inns in all 50 states, Canada and U.S. territories. More than 223 illustrations. Index of inns with

special significance, such as inns in lighthouses, school houses, old mills and elegant mansions.
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This first edition of an annual guide devoted exclusively to historic B&B accommodations includes

over 2000 inns and guesthouses. Most entries provide the usual information about location, cost,

etc. There are no ratings. Some entries are very basic, while others are richly descriptive. The

handsome pen-and-ink sketches are a plus. Books with broader coverage, e.g., Pamela Lanier's

Complete Guide to Bed & Breakfasts, Inns and Guesthouses (LJ 10/1/84; Muir, 1986. rev. ed.), will

be more useful in most libraries. Recommended for appropriate larger collections. Carolyn I .

Alexander, USACDEC Technical Information Ctr., Fort Ord, Cal.Copyright 1987 Reed Business

Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

An attractive, friendly consumer directory. Well organized, comprehensive in scope and attractively

presented. --Morgan Rand Review

We used to use these books every year but got away from it as family life became increasingly



busy. Decided to be intentional about taking some time off together this fall. What a deal. We found

an adorable cabin w/ a wonderful restaurant & even spa facilities w/in a 2-hour drive. Two

nights/three days for a little over $200. There is a whole range of types of places to stay, amenities,

and prices. A nice selection of inns from, I think, every state. This allows you to do something

special at half the price! Your marriage is worth it!!

I already did a followup reply, but again this is a wonderful book! In perfect condition. I have delt with

 for a few years now and have had excellent results.

More an advertising gimmick than an informational guide.

We not only liked this for ourselves but we have given these for gifts. It is very descriptive and gives

you so many different options.

This was exactly what I was hoping - it was quickly sent and in new condition! This was a gift and

the recipient was delighted!

It's an excellent guide but I also wanted something more descriptive of individual houses. This was

only book you had on this subject. More options would have been nice.

I ordered edition #24 as you can see and I received edition #4' which is very outdated. I was so

displeased that I just threw it Way.This review was dissatisfaction with the seller "5K Books" and not

with American Historic Inns who publishes the book. I love these books and wanted the latest

edition #24, the seller, 5k Books advertised Edition 24 for sale and sent edition #4 totally

misrepresenting the sale. American Historic Inns contacted me and made my purchase good and

sent me the correct Edition at their cost which was wonderful and not at all their responsibility. I

STRONGLY RECOMMEND THIS BOOK AND I LOVE INNS. Thank you for helping me correct this

review.

My wife and I purchase several of these books every year. They are an excellent deal, as each

book comes with a certificate for a free nights stay in one of the B&B's listed within the book. As we

travel quite frequently, we first peruse the Bed & Breakfasts and Country Inns book to find a B&B in

the area which we will be traveling to, and then book a two night stay at the B&B, as the second



night is free after one paid night, with the use of the certificate which is included within each and

every book. This has saved us a significant amount of money over the many years since we first

came upon this B&B gem. As well, it has aided us in the discovery of some absolutely fantastic

B&B's, which we may not have otherwise found. If you enjoy staying in B&B's and Inn's when you

travel, and you like saving some serious cash in the process - - than you will find this book, or in our

case, several copies of this book a must have.
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